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ABSTRACT. The hierarchical arrays of mesoscale to nanoscale fibrillar structures on a gecko’s 

foot enable the animal to climb surfaces of varying roughness. Adhesion force between the 

fibrillar structures and various surfaces is maximized after the gecko drags its foot in one 

direction, which has also been demonstrated to improve the adhesion forces of artificial fibrillar 

arrays. Essential conditions that influence the magnitude of these interactions include the lateral 

distance travelled and velocity between the contacting surfaces, as well as the velocity at which 

the two surfaces are subsequently separated. These parameters have, however, not been 

systematically investigated to assess the adhesion properties of artificial adhesives. We introduce 

a systematic study that investigates these conditions using a scanning probe microscope to 

measure the adhesion forces of artificial adhesives through a process that mimics the mechanism 

by which a gecko climbs. The measured adhesion response was different for arrays of shorter 

and longer fibrils. These results from 9000 independent measurements also provide further 

insight into the dynamics of the interactions between fibrillar arrays and contacting surfaces. 

These studies establish scanning probe microscopy techniques as a versatile approach for 

measuring a variety of adhesion properties of artificial fibrillar adhesives. 
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1. Introduction  

Geckos can maneuver themselves freely on various surfaces, irrespective of gravity, thanks to 

millions of nano-size fibrils on their climbing feet.
1
 Numerous intermolecular forces collectively 

form a strong adhesion through contact between these slender fibrils and the surfaces upon which 

the gecko is climbing. The hierarchical fibrillar structures on the gecko’s feet have a critical 

dimension in the range from micrometers to nanometers that provide both a compliancy and 

stickiness with the climbing surfaces.
2
 The bonds formed between the nanofibrils and the 

contacting surfaces reach their strongest values after the gecko applies a lateral dragging 

movement of the foot towards their body.
3
 This dragging movement has been proven to assist in 

the fibril alignment with the surfaces, increasing the contacting area of the interfaces and, hence, 

improving the adhesion forces measured in subsequent pull up experiments.
4-5

 Test procedures 

that include this dragging movement have been named the “Load-Drag-Pull” (LDP) method.
6
 

This method can be described in the following three steps: i) the fibrillar patch first vertically 

approaches the contacting surfaces; ii) a lateral shear force is applied in one direction to the patch 

upon contact with the surfaces; and iii) a vertical withdrawing force is applied to the patch until 

the two interfaces have been completely separated. This test procedure has been performed for 

the analysis of gecko adhesives 
7-8

 and artificial fibrillar adhesives.
9-11

 Results of these studies 

generally demonstrated an increase of adhesion measured using the LDP method in contrast to 

methods without the dragging movement. These results further support the hypothesis that fibrils 

are aligning during the dragging process. Alignment of the fibrils could optimize the contact area 

during these LDP based adhesion force measurements.  

Geckos have developed certain patterns to efficiently climb. Autumn et al.
12

 investigated the 

dynamics of a living gecko while climbing vertically at different speeds. Geckos generally use a 
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stable stride pattern no matter how fast they climb, indicating that there should be an optimal set 

of attaching and detaching parameters that the gecko uses for efficient climbing. Artificial 

fibrillar adhesives are designed to mimic the geometry of the gecko fibrillar adhesives, yet can 

have a significant variation in their shapes, sizes and average surface coverage depending on the 

different preparation methods.
13-16

 There will also be an optimal set of parameters to efficiently 

utilize each specific type of artificial adhesive. The LDP characterization method described 

above could be adapted as a technique to identify an optimal set of operating parameters for 

artificial fibrillar adhesives. The outcome of this study would be beneficial to applications 

involving these artificial adhesives, such as climbing robots,
17

 surgical tapes
18

 and tools to 

handle microelectronic chips.
19

  

The LDP technique for measuring adhesion forces involves a dynamic interaction of the 

contacting interface. These dynamics can be characterized by the lateral distance and velocity of 

movement between the contacting surfaces and the velocity at which the two surfaces are 

subsequently separated. In addition to measuring adhesion forces, frictional forces are one of the 

most investigated properties using the LDP method.
9-11, 20-22

 Studies by Gravish et al.
23

 

demonstrated a different friction and adhesion response of gecko setae and synthetic fibrillar 

adhesive while varying the lateral drag velocities during LDP based measurements. Puthoff et 

al.
24

 also provided evidence of the effects of drag distance and drag velocity on the adhesion and 

friction of fibrillar adhesives measured using LDP methods. The work of Gravish et al. and 

Puthoff et al. reach similar conclusions on the adhesion behavior for synthetic dry adhesives. The 

drag distance and velocity were, generally, directly proportional to the measured adhesion and 

friction forces when studying gecko setae. The result from the analysis of artificial fibrillar 

adhesives indicated that the adhesion and friction response both reach a point of saturation at a 
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certain combination of drag distance and velocity. Each of these studies used relatively large 

areas for the analysis of each sample. For example, an analysis would use an entire gecko seta 

and an artificial adhesive of a similar size (e.g. ~5 mm
2
).

24
  

A technique developed in our laboratory demonstrated the utility of a scanning probe 

microscope (SPM) to characterize the uniformity and adhesion properties of fibrillar arrays.
5,25

 

This technique enabled the automatic collection of data on adhesion response and the ability to 

observe the interactions between two contacting substances for a smaller number of fibrils (i.e. 

smaller contact area). Experimental results indicated that adhesion forces were randomly 

distributed across fibrillar arrays, even for those that are spatially distributed in a uniform 

manner. This phenomenon indicated that each measurement could produce a unique result even 

though the test conditions were almost identical. This SPM based technique provides flexibility 

to conduct measurements either with or without the inclusion of a lateral motion. Various 

parameters that control the movement of the two contacting surfaces are tunable for each 

measurement, within the limitations of the SPM system.  

In this study, we investigated the influence of lateral drag distance, drag velocity and the 

velocity at which two substrates are separated during LDP measurements used to characterize an 

artificial fibrillar adhesive. Adhesion forces between arrays of polymeric fibrils and a flat atomic 

force microscope cantilever were measured utilizing the SPM techniques described above. These 

techniques offer the flexibility of independently controlling each of the measurement parameters. 

The lateral drag distance, drag velocity and cantilever retract velocity were each individually 

studied to assess their influence on the measured adhesion forces. Statistical analysis was 

performed on the large data sets collected under the same test conditions at different locations 

within each sample. These results revealed an optimal set of parameters necessary to obtain the 
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desirable performance of the artificial fibrillar adhesive. These optimal parameters are potentially 

useful for various applications requiring a quick attachment and release mechanism. 

 

2. Results and Discussion 

In our previous study, we introduced a comparison of two methods to characterize adhesion 

forces between surfaces through the use of a SPM system.
5
 One of these methods, referred to as 

a Push-Pull (PP) method, manipulates an SPM controlled cantilever to vertically approach an 

array of fibrillar nanostructured surfaces until these opposing contacting surfaces are in intimate 

contact. The cantilever is subsequently withdrawn in a vertical motion until completely 

separating the two substrates. The second method, referred to as the Load-Drag-Pull (LDP) 

method, introduces an additional movement of the cantilever between the other two movements 

used in the PP method. During this new step, the cantilever moves horizontally (i.e. applies a 

shear force) across the fibrillar arrays after the two substrates were brought into contact during 

the preloading of the compression force. A vertical retraction or pull up of the cantilever follows 

this drag movement of the cantilever. The schematics in Figure 1 depict the differences between 

the two methods. (Note that the actual shape of the cantilevers used in these studies is illustrated 

in Figure 2.) The maximum deflection of the cantilever is converted into force based on a pre-

test calibration of the cantilever spring constant. The force measured upon cantilever retraction is 

the adhesion force recorded as a single data point in the datasets used for statistical analysis. The 

use of an SPM system to incorporate the shear dragging movement proved to be an effective 

method for enhancing the adhesion force between a flat cantilever and the fibrillar arrays, which 

is similar to the method used by the biological adhesion system (e.g., gecko). As indicated from 

the existing research,
12

 geckos use a relatively stable process of gripping and releasing surfaces 
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regardless of their climbing speed for a given gait. The animal generally increases stride length, 

which is the distance between two steps, instead of changing the stride frequency, leg phase 

(sequences of movements within one step) and/or attachment/detachment time (intervals of the 

interaction between the feet and the contact surfaces until forming/breaking complete contact).
12

 

These experimental results suggest that there should be an optimal set of parameters that the 

animals use to create a firm grip with the climbing surfaces. The complete set of optimal 

parameters has not yet been confirmed with living animals. The rate-dependent adhesion force 

during the attachment process has been proven using separated gecko setae and artificial micro-

scale dry adhesives, but the results provide no specific optimal set of parameters.
12,23-24

 

Considering the actual size of the fibrillar structure in the biological system and in many 

artificial fibrillary adhesives, the SPM measurement system that we adapted for measuring 

nanoscale fibrillar arrays would be a suitable platform to provide further insight into a set of 

optimal parameters. Based on the dynamics taking place during contact between two surfaces, 

the force describing this interaction is related to the derivative of velocity and the second 

derivative of distance. Controlling the velocity and displacement of a substrate under test can, 

therefore, modify its interactions with an array of fibrils. Thus, three parameters that are of 

specific interest for further investigation include the drag distance (the relative displacement of 

two substrates in a lateral direction during the process of “drag”), the drag velocity (the relative 

velocity of two substrates in a lateral direction during the process of “drag”) and the retract 

velocity (the relative velocity of two substrates in a vertical direction during the process of 

“pull”). 
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Figure 1. Schematic depiction of two methods used to measure adhesion forces of nanoscale 

fibrillar arrays: (a) the Push-Pull (PP) method, and (b) the Load-Drag-Pull (LDP) method. The 

PP method is implemented by manipulating a scanning probe microscope (SPM) controlled 

tipless cantilever to vertically approach the fibrillar arrays (step 1) until the interaction force 

between the two surfaces reaches a pre-set value. The cantilever is subsequently withdrawn from 

the fibrillar arrays in a vertical motion (step 2) until achieving separation between the fibrils and 

the cantilever. The LDP method includes an additional step (see step 2 in b) between two 

identical steps to those of the PP method. In this additional step, the cantilever is dragged in a 

lateral motion over the surfaces of the fibrillar arrays to enhance fibril-cantilever interactions. 

 

Two types of fibrillar samples were prepared (see Experimental Section for details of the 

preparation methods) and their adhesion forces measured using different sets of parameters. 

These fibrillar samples contain arrays of upright fibrils with average lengths of either ~1 m 

(hereafter referred to as the longer fibrillar sample) or ~0.1 m (hereafter referred to as the 

shorter fibrillar sample). These differences in aspect ratio of the longer and shorter fibrillar 

samples can be observed by scanning electron microscopy (Figure 2). The cantilever used in the 

adhesion force measurements was featureless or flat on both sides of the cantilever (Figure 2c), 

and would contact multiple fibrils within either type of sample during these measurements. The 

identical preloading conditions used in all the experiments enabled us to estimate the area of 
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contact between the flat cantilever and these arrays (i.e. the contact area), which was ~18.7 m
2
 

for samples containing the longer fibrils and ~0.762 m
2
 for the arrays of shorter fibrils. These 

estimates were based on a theoretical contact area determined from the angled approach of the 

flat cantilever to each of these arrays of fibrils (see Supporting Information for further details).   

 

Figure 2. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images corresponding to arrays of fibrils with 

average heights of either (a) ~1 m or (b) ~0.1 m. Scale bars indicated on the SEM images 
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represent a distance of 2 m. (c) Schematic depiction of the experimental set-up along with an 

optical microscope image (inset) of a typical flat cantilever used in these studies.  

 

2.1 Investigation of the drag distance in LDP experiments  

The optimal drag distance should provide insight into the point at which a system achieves 

maximum alignment of the fibrils. Excessive drag applied to the fibrils during the initial 

movement of the flat cantilever will reduce the initial benefits of the dragging movement, which 

might result from the stick-slip effect.
26

 The stick-slip effect introduces an instability to the 

established points of contact. Excessive dragging movement could also increase the likelihood of 

fibril damage.
27-28

 The process of the fibril alignment can be observed from the Force-Time (FT) 

curve, such that the one shown in Figure 3 that was obtained using an artificial fibrillar adhesive 

(see Experimental Section for further details). This FT curve depicts the interaction force 

measured over the time elapsed during the contact between the cantilever and fibrillar surfaces 

for one measurement cycle. In Figure 3, the cantilever started at a position of non-contact 

(showing no interaction force in the beginning of the curve), and the cantilever was brought into 

contact with the fibrillar arrays until the compression/preloading force reaches a preset value 

(compression forces are indicated by a positive value). The cantilever was subsequently dragged 

over a specific distance, which was varied as a test parameter (insets in Figure 3), at a dragging 

speed of 20 m/s. The cycle ended with a 2 s dwell time, followed by a vertical retraction of the 

cantilever to separate the surfaces as indicated by the negative force in the curve. The lowest 

value in the force curve was recorded as the adhesion force for a single measurement.  

The measured force oscillated as the cantilever was dragged across the fibrillar surfaces, as 

indicated in the insets of Figure 3. The maximum range of these oscillations was ~5 nN, which 
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corresponded to a variable contact between the cantilever and the roughened surfaces. The time 

period over which the oscillation occurred was proportional to the dragging distance. During this 

lateral shear, the positive “spikes” in the force curve were attributed to the cantilever 

encountering an array of newly contacted fibrils. The initial interactive force is restored when the 

cantilever continues moving over an array of aligned fibrils. When a sufficient number of these 

fibrils release from the cantilever, a retraction force is measured as indicated by the negative 

“spikes” in the force curve. A similar effect was observed in the FT curves for both the longer 

(~1 m) and shorter (~0.1 m) fibrils. Figure 3 only demonstrates the FT curves for the shorter 

fibrils. 

 

Figure 3. A representative Force-Time (FT) curve (bottom) measured using the LDP method for 

a cantilever in contact with an array of fibrils (in this example the fibrils had an average height of 

~0.1 m). Drag velocity was set to 20 m/s. The magnified views of FT curves (from the region 

denoted by the black box) depict the force response corresponding to different drag distances 

(e.g., 0.5, 1.0 and 2.5 m, respectively). The length of time over which the measured forces 

oscillate corresponds to the distance (and thus the period of time) the cantilever is moved across 
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the fibrillar arrays. The range of the oscillations in force during this drag step of the LDP method 

is ~5 nN.  

 

The effect of drag distance on the measured adhesion force was statistically analyzed for the 

samples consisting of longer (~1 m) and shorter (~0.1 m) fibrils. The drag and retract 

velocities were maintained at 20 m/s and 1m/s, respectively, while 400 measurements were 

obtained for each of the different drag distances (0.5, 1 and 2.5 m). The ratio of drag distance to 

fibril length (referred to as the distance-to-length ratio, or DL ratio) for the sample of shorter 

fibrils was 5, 10 and 25, while the DL ratio for the sample of longer fibrils was 0.5, 1, and 2.5. 

The results of measurements performed using the PP method are also included for comparison. 

Figures 4a and 4b contain histograms for the measurements obtained from samples with fibril 

lengths of ~0.1 m and ~1 m, respectively. For the shorter fibrils (~0.1 m), the longer drag 

distances resulted in a smaller adhesion force. In contrast, the longer fibrils (heights of ~1 m) 

displayed higher average adhesion forces for the longer drag distances. Considering the DL ratio 

and the median or trimmed mean of the adhesion measurements, the tests at a DL ratio of 5 for 

the sample of shorter fibrils gave a similar result to that from the PP method. However, the 

results of tests at a DL ratio of 2.5 for the sample of longer fibrils gave the highest measured 

adhesion forces. The data suggest that a proper alignment of the fibrillar arrays could be 

achieved using a DL ratio between 0 and 5.  
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Figure 4. Histograms of adhesion forces measured by the LDP and PP methods for an array of 

(a) relatively short fibrils (average heights of ~0.1 m) and (b) longer fibrils (average heights of 

~1 m) for different drag distances. Drag velocity was set at 20 m/s with a retract velocity of 1 

m/s. Arrows above the histograms indicate the location of the medians for each set of data. 

 

In the measurements using the longer fibrils (heights of ~1 m), the cantilever starts the 

dragging movement after compressing the fibrillar arrays to the preset force. Most of the fibrils 

underneath the cantilever might be compressed into a folded structure at the initial stage of this 

measurement. The shear movement of the cantilever moves from this initial contact point, 

stretching the attached fibrils to an extended position. Fibrils will likely point in the same 

direction that the cantilever is moving. Fully extended fibrils would expose more of their surface 

area to potential contact with the cantilever, creating more contact area. Thus higher adhesion 

forces would be measured during the subsequent cantilever pull-up. However, if the dragging 

distance is much greater than the average length of the fibrils, the result could be a stick-slip 
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effect as reported in the literature.
26

 The sudden release of the fibrils from the flat cantilever 

could cause an unstable interaction and, subsequently, a loss of the optimized contact points 

formed during the previous shear movement. In addition, the excessive dragging movement 

could also increase the likelihood of damage to the fibrils,
27-28

 although no change was observed 

in these studies (see the Experimental Section for further details). In the case of the shorter fibrils 

(heights of ~0.1 m), the adhesion forces measured by the PP method are the result of contact of 

the cantilever with both the fibrils and the recesses of the substrate between the fibrils. After 

initiating the drag movement, the cantilever contacted other fibrils and reduced its contact with 

the recessed regions. A decrease in the measured adhesion force for these samples was observed 

(Figure 4a) in correlation to extensive dragging movement of the cantilever. A decrease in the 

average adhesion force could indicate a possible reduction of contact area between the sample 

and the tipless cantilever.  

Significant variations were observed between the distributions within the data for 

measurements on the shorter fibrils (Figure 4a). The longer the drag distance, the narrower was 

the observed distribution in measured adhesion force. Although a lower average adhesion force 

was measured for a drag distance of 2.5 m, its narrower distribution suggests that the contact 

between the fibrils and the cantilever was more uniform between different measurements. In 

contrast, the measurements for the longer fibrils had a relatively wide distribution of adhesion 

forces and the average adhesion force increased in correlation with an increased drag distance. 

The distributions observed in the data for the longer fibrils (Figure 4b) each had a similar 

appearance for all drag distances. The data also indicates that any shear movement during the 

fibril-cantilever interactions will increase the measured adhesion force for these samples in 

comparison to the results obtained by the PP method. The effect of fibril alignment during the 
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“drag” step is more obvious in the longer fibrils. The p-values of the Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA, a 

non-parametric test suitable for non-Gaussian distributions,
29

 on data collected for each sample 

was significantly small (<0.01) suggesting that the drag distance is significantly influencing the 

measured adhesion force. The influence of drag distance on the measured adhesion force 

revealed that the interactions between the flat cantilever and the fibrillar arrays are not as simple 

as predicted by classical friction laws and contact mechanics. Although these predictions are 

applicable in the case of PP based measurements, further description of the system is needed 

when using the LDP method. The dragging movement introduced variations in the measured 

adhesion force as seen in Figure 4. Changes to the interaction points between the contacting 

surfaces and, potentially, surface charging between these two materials could be the primary 

causes of the observed variation in adhesion forces. The experimental design for the LDP 

measurements included a 2 s dwell time after the dragging step and before the separation of the 

two contacting surfaces. This dwell time was incorporated to allow for the dissipation of surface 

charges (e.g., possibly from the sample to the reflective gold coating on the top surfaces of the 

cantilever). This dwell time was also incorporated to account for potential contributions from 

changes in the material properties of the fibrils during the dragging movement (e.g., stiffness, 

viscosity and/or viscoelasticity).
30

 Therefore, the primary contributions to the observed increases 

or decreases in adhesion forces were attributed to the formation and loss of contact points 

between the two materials. Additional studies that varied the drag velocity were performed to 

further investigate the range of effects resulting from the lateral shear movements of the 

cantilever.  

 

2.2 Investigation of the drag velocity in LDP experiments 
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Velocity of the cantilever during the drag movement of the LDP measurements could be 

important for its influence on providing sufficient time to form a significant number of 

interactions between the contacting surfaces. Figure 5 depicts a typical FT curve of a LDP 

measurement on the ~0.1 m tall fibrils. The magnified traces within the insets located above the 

FT curve depict the force response during the dragging process for different drag speeds. The 

magnitude of the variation in force observed during this dragging increased significantly with an 

increase in the speed of the lateral shear. The magnitudes of the observed oscillations in the 

measured forces at a drag speed of 2, 20 and 200 m/s were ~1, ~5 and ~15 nN, respectively. 

The duration of the drag can also be observed in these plots. In all cases, a 2 s dwell time was 

introduced after the drag movement in order to provide a sufficient amount of time for the 

system under study to relax and to maximize the interactions between the contacting surfaces 

prior to measuring the resulting adhesion forces.  

 

 

Figure 5. A typical Force-Time (FT) curve (bottom) measured using the LDP method for an 

array of 0.1 m tall fibrils. Drag distance was set at 1 m. The insets are magnified FT curves 
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that depict the variation observed in these curves for different drag velocities (e.g., 2, 20, and 200 

m/s) using the LDP method. The oscillations in the measured force increased in proportion to 

the drag velocity (as noted in the insets) when the cantilever was in motion (i.e. the dragging 

step) while in contact with the fibrillar arrays. The magnitude of oscillations in the measured 

force varied from ~1 nN to ~15 nN.  

 

The energy needed to overcome the maximum static friction of the sample is theoretically the 

same for the higher drag speed as that for the lower drag speed. Therefore, when the drag speed 

is increased (i.e. drag time decreases) the force response should increase proportionally based on 

the conservation of energy. A slower drag movement could, however, generate a higher 

measured adhesion force because of a longer interaction time between the two types of surfaces 

establishing more points of contact. This hypothetical situation is supported by results of the 

statistical analysis of the LDP measurements from samples having both longer (~1 m) and 

shorter (~0.1 m) fibrils. Histograms for the results of the LDP measurement on the shorter 

fibrils are plotted in Figure 6a. Although the differences in average adhesion force between the 

three different drag speeds are within 1 nN of each other, the slower drag speed had a slightly 

higher average adhesion force than the results of the faster drag speed. The variance in the data, 

from slower to faster drag, was 36.8, 31.5 and 28.4 nN. Levene’s test was used to indicate if 

equal variance existed between the groups of data
29

 (see Experimental Section for further 

details). The p-value of Levene’s test was 0.079, which indicated a small possibility for equal 

variance among these data sets. The lower variance in the data for the higher drag speed implies 

that the uniformity of the adhesion force is greater at fast lateral shear movements. The shape of 

each distribution was similar to each other. The decrease in average adhesion force in the faster 
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drag experiments might also be the result of surface damage due to the high forces applied over a 

relatively short duration to overcome frictional forces. The rapid movement of the cantilever 

might also introduce more random points of contact with the sample, such as slip between the 

fibrils and the flat cantilever. This tendency was more obvious in the experiments performed on 

the samples with longer fibrils (Figure 6b). 

 

 

Figure 6. Histograms of the adhesion forces acquired by the LDP method for arrays of relatively 

(a) short fibrils (average heights of ~0.1 m), and (b) long fibrils (average heights of ~1 m) 

using different drag velocities (e.g., 2, 20 and 200 m/s). Drag distance was set at 1 m. Arrows 

indicate location of medians for each set of data. 

 

The average adhesion force decreases in proportion to an inverse in drag velocity in the 

measurements using longer fibrils. Differences between each of these sets of data were within 1 

nN, but the variance in the data, from 2 m/s to 200 m/s, was 49.7, 57.0 and 52.7 nN, 
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respectively. These values were higher than the results obtained for the shorter fibrils. The p-

value of the Levene’s test is 0.845, showing a much higher tendency of equal variance among the 

datasets obtained for the longer fibrils in comparison to the shorter fibrils. The more equal the 

calculated variance in the data indicates that the test results were more consistent for the average 

adhesion force. In particular, the force distributions obtained at shear velocities of 20 m/s and 

200 m/s had very similar shapes. Despite the significant change in drag speed, the similar 

results obtained for these two sets of data implied that the interactions between the cantilever and 

the fibrils were similar, and that the possibility of fibril damage was very limited. The measured 

adhesion at the median and trimmed mean (both ~8 nN) for LDP measurements at 20 m/s drag 

velocity were coincident with the peak adhesion force in the histogram, suggesting a central 

tendency of the data set that matches the histogram shape. The other datasets in this particular 

study did not have the same property. The p-values of the Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA for the 

samples of shorter and longer fibrils were 0.013 and 0.042, respectively. This result indicated 

that drag velocity did not significantly influence the adhesion force in contrast to the results of 

varying the drag distance. The loading and dragging processes of the LDP method have been 

studied by varying drag distance and drag velocity. These studies revealed further insight into 

contact formation between the fibrils and the tipless cantilever. Disrupting the points of contact 

during the subsequent pulling movement was studied by also systematically investigating the 

vertical retraction of the cantilever from these fibrillar surfaces. 

 

2.3 Investigation of the retract velocity in LDP experiments  

The process of retraction of the cantilever from the fibrillar surfaces contains important 

information on the release of the established contacts. Adhesion force recorded for each 
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measurement was defined as the minimum force, or maximum attraction force, achieved during 

the cantilever retraction. The adhesion force though does not represent all aspects of the 

detachment process.
3,8,23

 A series of typical measurements obtained using different pull up 

speeds for the cantilever, representing the portion of the FT curves that correlate with the period 

of cantilever retraction, were plotted in Figure 7. All of these traces have a sharp peak at the 

period in time when the two contacting surfaces were completely separated. The peak force 

indicates that the cantilever was significantly bent right before the moment of separation. 

Significant oscillations were observed when the retract speeds were relatively slow. These 

oscillations might be the result of re-engaging interactions between the cantilever and the fibrils. 

After the sudden separation of the two types of surfaces, the thin cantilever itself would oscillate 

for a few cycles in resemblance to a springboard after unloading an applied force. The cantilever 

could further interact with the fibrillar surfaces during these cycles depending on the distance of 

retraction, which was directly proportional to the retract velocity. Some of the observed 

oscillations might, therefore, be attributed to further interactions between the cantilever and the 

arrays of fibrils during the retraction step. As the speed of retraction increased, the probability of 

this interaction decreased as observed in the data plots (Figure 7). These oscillations did not 

change the adhesion performance of the fibrillar samples. 
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Figure 7. Representative force-time curves corresponding to different retract velocities, (a) 0.1 

m/s, (b) 0.5 m/s, (c) 1 m/s, and (d) 4 m/s, following LDP based measurements when 

separating the SPM controlled cantilever from an array of fibrils (average heights of ~0.1 m). 

The figures depict the portion of the FT curves upon reaching complete detachment of the 

cantilever from the fibrillar surfaces. Drag distance and velocity were set at 1 m and 20 m/s, 

respectively.  

 

Details of the detachment process were investigated by appropriately scaling the FT curves in 

Figure 7. The slope of the FT curve at the highest retract velocity was actually much steeper than 

it appears in this figure. A rapid retraction of the cantilever may cause perturbation to the 

established contacts even before a complete detachment. The influence of the retraction velocity 

can be more clearly observed in a statistical analysis of the adhesion forces for the arrays of 
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shorter and longer fibrils (Figure 8). Both samples had a lower measured adhesion force for LDP 

measurements with a higher retract velocity.  

 

 

Figure 8. Histograms of adhesion forces acquired using the LDP method for (a) an array of ~0.1 

m tall fibrils and (b) an array of ~1 m tall fibrils with different velocities for retraction of the 

SPM cantilever from these fibrillar surfaces. Drag distance and velocity were set at 1 m and 20 

m/s, respectively. Arrows above each data set indicate the location of the median values for 

each sample.  

 

In the measurements performed on the arrays of shorter fibrils (Figure 8a), the shape of the 

histogram for data obtained using a retract speed of 1 m/s most closely resembles a normal 

distribution. This histogram had a flat peak that closely corresponded to the median and trimmed 

mean. This result suggests a high probability of measuring adhesion forces near the median and 
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trimmed mean. The retract velocity of 0.5 m/s exhibited the best average adhesion among the 

four different velocities tested in these studies. The variance of adhesion (27.9 nN) measured 

using a 0.5 m/s retract velocity was the smallest in all of these measurements. The variance 

observed in the other sets of data, from lower to higher retract velocities, was 35.9, 31.5 and 45.2 

nN. The p-value of Levene’s test was 0.376, showing a relatively high possibility for equal 

variances. A retract velocity of 4 m/s had the lowest average adhesion and the most symmetric 

distribution of measured adhesion forces (Figure 8a) in comparison to the data sets obtained at 

the other retract velocities. These results indicated instability in the interactions between the 

cantilever and the fibrillar surfaces caused by the relatively quick withdrawal of the cantilever. It 

can be also concluded that a less predictable adhesion force can be expected when using a 

relatively high retract velocity. The overall Kruskal-Wallis p-value was << 0.01, further 

indicating that retract velocity significantly influences the adhesion force measured by the LDP 

method. 

Similar trends were observed for the average adhesion forces measured for the longer fibrils 

and the shorter fibrils, but their histograms exhibited a significant difference in overall shape. 

The highest median and trimmed mean for the adhesion forces were observed for data obtained 

using a retract velocity of 0.5 m/s, but these results were similar to those obtained using retract 

velocities of 0.1 and 1 m/s (Figure 8b). The shapes of the histogram for these three sets of data 

were also a close resemblance of each other. The calculated variances of all four sets of data, 

from slow to fast retract velocities, were 53.8, 45.8, 57.0 and 30.1 nN, respectively. The p-value 

of Levene’s test was 0.04, indicating a relatively different variance among the datasets. The 

variance and average adhesion force obtained using a retract velocity of 4 m/s drastically 

decreased in comparison to the other tests, suggesting a general degradation in adhesion 
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performance using fast retraction speeds. The Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA p-value is << 0.01, which 

is a similar result to that obtained for the shorter fibrils. In summary, for measurements using 

different retract velocities a fast withdrawal (e.g., 4 m/s) of the cantilever decreases the 

adhesion performance of both the shorter and longer fibrils. A retract velocity of 0.5 m/s, 

generally, provides the best adhesion performance for these samples. The retract velocity of the 

cantilever significantly influences the adhesion force measured using the LDP method. 

 

3. Conclusion 

Geckos have developed their own way to efficiently climb different surfaces. Observation on 

the movement of geckos inspired the development of a Load-Drag-Pull measurement technique 

using a scanning probe microscope. The utility of the LDP method is to characterize the adhesive 

properties of materials and to provide further insight into an optimal set of parameters for using 

materials inspired by the nanosized fibrils on a gecko’s foot. The lateral distance and velocity of 

the cantilever during the drag step, and the velocity at which the cantilever was pulled away from 

a surface were studied for their influence on the measured adhesion force of fibrillar samples. In 

this study, two samples were compared one with shorter (~0.1 m) fibrils and another with 

longer (~1 m) fibrils. A systematic study was performed on each parameter along with a 

detailed analysis of the information contained within the resulting force-time curves. A further 

statistical analysis was also performed on the large sets of data collected using the LDP method 

on a SPM system. The relationship of the tested parameters to the measured adhesion force was 

not predicted by classical mechanics and friction theories. Observation on the force-time 

response of the LDP measurements revealed further details into the interactions between the flat 

cantilever and the fibrillar surfaces. The adhesion force measurements also revealed a difference 
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in response to varying test parameters when comparing the results of samples with different fibril 

lengths. The drag velocity did not have as significant an influence on the measured adhesion 

force in comparison to changes in the drag distance and retract velocity. The drag distance had a 

greater influence on the results obtained for the longer fibrils than for the shorter ones, which 

was attributed to differences in fibril alignment and overall contact area with the tipless 

cantilever. Rapid cantilever withdrawal from the fibrillar surfaces generally reduced the 

measured adhesion forces. A moderate retraction velocity of the cantilever, specifically 0.5 m/s, 

provided the highest average adhesion from all the tested velocities in samples of both the longer 

and shorter fibrils. These results provided insight into the interactions between the cantilever and 

the fibrillar surfaces, and also guidance for future experiments on the gecko-like fibrillar 

adhesives. Applications, such as the use of fibrillar adhesives on climbing robots, will benefit 

from the results obtained from this study. 
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